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Abstract  This work contains brief analysis of high harmonics reduction methods. It is offered to make a choice
between reduction methods of high harmonics influence on condenser batteries depending on factors of
harmonics occurrence. The article proposes a structure of reactive power compensation system in the presence
of high harmonics resulting both from the external nonlinear load and from the internal nonlinear load of the
industrial enterprise.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the intensive expansion of semiconductor (2)
converter equipment, one of the most important tasks in
improving electric power quality is to reduce high
harmonics influence on electrical equipment performance, where U   –  rms   value   of   voltage   of  v-harmonics;
especially on capacitor banks (CB) which are the most U  – design voltage of the mains; n – index number of
vulnerable in this respect. the last relevant harmonics.

According to technical conditions of the capacitor But compliance of a nonsinusoidality ratio set out in
banks operation, adopted in the majority of European [1] values do not provide a reliable and safe operation of
countries (Russia is among them), the overloading ratio the capacitor bank. Very often excess of overloading ratio
F  of the condenser by the high harmonics current is is observed on CB while nonsinusoidality ratio is inovl

found by the value: regulatory limits. This is one reason why so pressing

Currently, more and more attention is paid to the

(1) compensation which are based on using power converter

where I  – rms current of v-harmonics; I  – design current control  reactive  power  flows  quickly  and  efficiently.v dcb

of the battery; n – index number of the last of relevant For example, active filters help increase the network power
harmonics. factor and compensate harmonic distortion in voltage and

The   quality    of   electric  energy   is  defined by the current [6, 7]. However, the absence of structures
correspondence of electric power parameters to their satisfying the conditions of their operation in networks of
values, established by standards. So, one of indicators of 6-10 kV, the high price and little information about
the electric energy quality is a nonsinusoidality ratio and electromagnetic compatibility with CB already existing at
its value for example in the 10 kV mains under examination enterprises, oblige to search for a solution to the problem
can not exceed 5% [1]. The nonsinusoidality ratio F  is of reducing high harmonic level with simpler and lessns

found according to the formula: expensive  devices  and  methods  [8-11].   The   design  of

v

dvm

question of high harmonics minimization.

development of technical means of high harmonics

equipment [2-5]. These means do not only help improve
electric power quality in electric networks, but also to
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Fig. 1: Generalized equivalent circuit for calculating high equivalent linear load of the enterprise and Xs is the
harmonics system resistance.

Fig. 2: Algorithm for choosing a structure of reactive parameters of compensating devices depending on load
power compensation system, where Ki is an power, CB, spectral distribution of high harmonics as well
overload factor, Ki tol is a tolerable overload as on electrical network parameters enabling the operation
factor of capacitors without overload by high harmonic currents

frequency electric drives is made so that the distortions in always feasible in complex branched electrical networks
the supply network are minimal and satisfy the with abruptly variable electrical load. But industrial
requirements of the National Standard (GOST 13109-97) enterprises with a constant load, such as concentrating
[1]. In this case, the disadvantage consists in the high plants and oil refineries, should apply this method of
cost of this equipment. In addition, the lack of studies on limiting high harmonic level on capacitors in the first
the influence of high harmonics produced by frequency place.
converters on the electric drive may have a negative Another method of limiting high harmonic level is
impact on its performance. based on modifying amplitude-frequency characteristics

Statement of the Problem: The purpose of this article is to additional reactors in the electrical network  [17,  16,  10].
develop a structure of reactive power compensation In this case, an important role is played by factors of high
system on the basis of new algorithms and methods of harmonic generation taking into account nonlinear load in
reducing high harmonics influence on condenser units the network of the electrotechnical complex being studied
taking into account different conditions of harmonic or in the external network.
distortion generation. On the basis of the algorithms for choosing the

Theoretical and Experimental Studies: When choosing meant to reduce high harmonics influence on
a method of reducing high harmonics influence on CB, it compensating devices which were developed in the works
is first of all necessary to analyze the source and nature of [15, 17, 16], it was possible to create an algorithm allowing
their generation. The nature of high harmonic generation to choose a structure of reactive power compensation
depends on factors determined by electrical equipment system using CB and at the same time limiting harmonic
operation  both  in  the external network (for the main distortion level to the values which are permitted in GOST
step-down substation) and in the internal network of the 13109-97 (Fig. 2).

enterprise. For calculating high harmonic values the
external distortion source (for the main step-down
substation) is usually represented on the electric network
equivalent circuit by a group of voltage sources with
frequencies from 1 to n (U , U , …, U ). Similarly, the0 3 n

nonlinear load of the enterprise leading to high harmonic
generation is replaced by current sources (I , I , …, I ).0 3 n

The generalized equivalent circuit combining the options
presented above is shown in Fig. 1, where ELL is the

A method of reducing high harmonics influence on
the work of CB should be chosen depending on the
factors of high harmonic generation. If using active filters
and filter-compensating devices, the nature of high
harmonic generation does not almost influence the choice
of their parameters [7, 12-14].

The works [15, 16, 9] present methods and algorithms
for harmonic distortion compensation in different
distortion conditions relying on implementation simplicity
and the absence of expensive elements of power
converter equipment. It is suggested to choose

at the maximum network power factor. This method is not

of a network node with respect to CB by placing

power of CB and the parameters of additional devices
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Fig. 3: Current I and voltage U waveforms on capacitor banks at an industrial enterprise

The structure includes: enterprise electrical network adjustable CB with a power

The study of the electrical network diagram and the influenced by harmonic distortion generating from
definition of a range of possible variation of an external sources.
enterprise load. With the power quality analyzer Fluke 43B we
The study of the conditions of high harmonic obtained current and voltage waveforms on capacitor
generation in voltage and current and their spectral banks which is shown in Fig. 3.
analysis. The CB overload caused by high harmonic currents
The sequence of choosing means of high harmonic reaches up to 70%, the voltage waveform distortion factor
compensation with the increasing complexity of the is 13%.
reactive power compensation system configuration According to the developed structure of reactive
until the conditions of maximum network power factor power compensation system in the presence of harmonic
and of electromagnetic compatibility of all the distortion, different means of reducing high harmonic
elements in the complex are ensured. level were chosen one by one. However, variations of CB

Capital costs for electric equipment were selected as Then, the next stage of the developed structure
a criterion for the choice of additional devices on the suggests  putting   a   reactor   at   the   network  entry.
condition that standard indicators of CB operation and of The results of mathematical simulation according to the
electromagnetic compatibility of electrical equipment corresponding equivalent  circuit  showed  the
operation are ensured. Capital costs are an objective dependence of CB overload factor on the power of
measure of performance when comparing different compensating devices and on the system resistance. This
equipment variants. The simplest way of reducing high dependence is shown in Fig. 4, where X  is the resistance
harmonic level on capacitors is the selection of CB power. of the additional reactor placed at the enterprise network
When using this method, there are no capital costs for entry.
electric equipment, or they appear only if it is necessary The diagrams show that the overload factor (F ) of
to increase the capacitor bank power. However, this is not compensating devices at a given range of load power
practical, as in this case reactive power overcompensation variation and of CB decreases significantly with the
takes place, which increases the total loss of power and increasing resistance of the additional reactor at the
energy in the electric network. The sequence of choosing electric network entry. The resistance of the reactor is
additional devices in the structure of reactive power increased on the condition of maintaining acceptable
compensation system is defined as follows: selection of voltage levels in the electrical network.
CB power; variation of system resistance; joint variation The parameters of the reactor X  ensuring the
of CB power and system resistance; installation of compliance of CB overload factor with the standard
additional reactors; installation of additional reactors with values  were   determined   by   the   variation  method.
variation of CB power and system resistance; using filter- The enterprise manufactured and installed the reactor at
compensating devices and active filters. the electric network entry.

The efficiency of the developed algorithm is After reactor installation we obtained current and
supported by experimental studies at an industrial voltage waveforms on capacitor banks which is shown in
enterprise situated in Leningrad Region (Russia). In the Fig. 5.

of 600 kVAr are installed, but their work is strongly

power do not lead to the desired result.

ð1

over

ð1
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Fig. 4: The dependence of CB overload factor on the value of compensated reactive power

Fig. 5: Current I and voltage U waveforms on capacitor banks at an industrial enterprise after installation of additional
reactor

Table I: The Spectral Composition of High Haromincs.
# U U U U U U [gamma]5 7 11 13 23 25

1 0,011 0,013 0,139 0,108 0,024 0,026 3,0
2 0,011 0,011 0,032 0,026 0,003 0,005 1,1

Thus, with using the additional reactor, the CB
overload decreased of up to 20%, which is confirmed by
the spectral composition of the current on CB, obtained
after the installation of the reactor. The voltage waveform
distortion factor was about 5%.

Also the multiplicity reduced lifetime of capacitor
banks was calculated. Table I shows the values ??of the
measured voltage high harmonics before and after
installation of additional inductive reactance in the
enterprise network, as well as calculated from these data
multiplicity reduced lifetime capacitor banks [gamma],
where 1 - high harmonics composition before reactor
installation, 2 - high harmonics composition after reactor
installation.

The  table   shows    that    in    carrying   out
activities to reduce high harmonic influence on capacitor
banks,   capacitors    life    approaching    passport  data.
In the absence of such events capacitors life is reduced in
3 times.

CONCLUSION

Thus, the developed algorithm for choosing a
structure of reactive power compensation system in the
presence of high harmonics ensures the compliance of the
value of CB overload factor with the standard value,
provided that reactive power compensation is efficient
and electromagnetic compatibility of operation of the
electrotechnical complex expressed primarily in
maintaining acceptable levels of voltage in the electrical
network is respected.
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